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as in the previous riptide gp: renegade installment, the protagonist is a young fireman named
carmine who is trying to save his best friend and fellow fireman from going to jail. although he

does not have much time to spare, carmine sets off to show his friend the right way. with the help
of an elder woman named jess, carmine faces the police, environmental disasters and even the

underworld gang in order to achieve his goal. the story of riptide gp: renegade is a little different
from the first one but it still carries the same core elements of race, speed and water. we have to
say that the story is quite good, albeit a little predictable. it has a very stylish presentation and

features a great soundtrack. riptide gp: renegade has a total of six main game modes. these are
split into two types of single player levels: career and challenge. the career mode, which is the

main focus of the game, is set in a futuristic city in which the player must earn money by racing in
underground races against other elite hydrojets. as you progress through the career levels you

will earn money, fame, notoriety and experience. the challenge mode has three goals set at
random, ranging from race for the first place to race for the money. the differences between the

two modes is that in the career mode you choose the vehicle and the racing track, whereas in the
challenge mode you are given a vehicle and a track to race on. the online multiplayer features of
riptide gp: renegade are also quite good. unlike its predecessor, this game features split screen
multiplayer, which means that two players can play on the same screen. the multiplayer mode

also allows players to race against friends and against strangers via the internet. although players
can play in all the game modes in multiplayer, there are certain limitations. for instance, you can
only play one multiplayer level at a time, and you can only play at certain times of the day. also,
in the career mode the races are slightly more expensive and the top players are automatically

placed in the leaderboard. and lastly, the online leaderboards are completely optional, as there is
no way of earning experience or money in the online multiplayer.
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the game features a career mode with different championship races that you will be able to enter in
the future, as well as a separate adventure mode where you are free to race and explore at your

leisure, racing against the clock as you travel around the city of mercury. riptide gp: renegade is set
in the distant, dystopian future, where all vehicles are controlled by computerized systems. the game

features a customizable hydrojet that features a powerful engine, and a jet can be upgraded with
different power and performance enhancements over time. there are two modes of play. multiplayer
lets you race against ai opponents or other players in online mode. in online mode, you can race for
points. you start the race with a small number of points, and you gain more as you complete races

and challenge friends. as you gain more points, you can unlock the next level for an even faster race.
you can also choose to go online as a player, which doesnt show your score. renegade for the pc

includes a spread of 30 tracks across 5 locations. new for the pc is a golden medal system. for every
race you complete, you gain points and you unlock a medal for that particular location. when you

complete all 30 races at once, you will earn a gold medal. the gold medals dont go on your hydrojet
for use, but they do unlock special racing courses for each location, featuring the over-world maps

from the game. all the course layouts are interesting and offer varied levels, providing a lot of replay
value. we only wish there were more of them. there are also four difficulty settings (none, easy,

medium, and hard). your boat rides up to your speed at the start of the race, and the difficulty of
course design dictates the number of laps you take to finish the track. a number of players can race
against you at once, and they can race against each other. the number of players is limited to 8. if

you get killed in riptide gp, you can restart from your last checkpoint. autosave and time checkpoints
are aplenty, as well. 5ec8ef588b
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